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We present a methodology for the extraction of the spatial Fourier components of the

magnetization profile for an array of nanosized magnetic objects, from diffracted magneto optic

Kerr effect measurements. The field dependent magnetization configuration in the unit cell is

retrieved by inverse Fourier transform and compared with the predictions of micromagnetic

simulations. The comparison demonstrates that the methodology is a powerful optical tool for

lens-less diffraction-limited optical imaging of the collective magnetic behavior of nano-structures.
VC 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3630049]

The magneto-optic Kerr effect (MOKE) is widely used

in studying technologically relevant magnetic materials.1

The MOKE profits from high surface sensitivity, material

and depth sensitivity,2 its nondestructive character, and the

possibility to measure all components of the magnetization

vector.3 Real time measurements in the sub-ns range and

stroboscopic measurements in the sub-ps range have also

been demonstrated.4 Although conventional measurements

are conducted in reflection, recently MOKE has been

extended to diffraction geometry, in order to exploit the in-

terference effects of light for arrays of nano-structures. This

technique, called diffracted MOKE (D-MOKE) or Bragg-

MOKE,5 has been used to study the spatial correlation of

magnetization at the nano-scale.6

Any one of the three distinct configurations used for the

conventional MOKE, polar, longitudinal and transverse,7 is

suitable for the D-MOKE.8 However, since the polar and

longitudinal geometries depend on at least two of the 4 Fres-

nel reflectivity coefficients, rpp and rps or rss and rsp, while

the transverse MOKE (TMOKE) configuration depends only

on one, rpp, the interpretation of the data is greatly simplified

for the latter. The TMOKE is sensitive to the component of

magnetization that is perpendicular to the scattering plane

(m\). In its simplest implementation, the TMOKE is meas-

ured as a magnetic field induced change in reflectivity of

p-polarized light. In diffraction, the relative variation of

intensity of the nth diffraction order in the scattering

plane, Din ¼ DIn=In
o, can be written as9 Din ¼ 2½ð<fAngan

�=fAngbnÞ<ff n
mg þ ð<fAngbn � =fAnganÞ=ff n

mg�.
In this expression f n

m is the so called magnetic form fac-

tor,9 i.e., the spatial Fourier transform of the field dependent

distribution m\(r, H), corresponding to the reciprocal lattice

vector Gn of the nth diffracted beam, i.e., f n
m ¼

Ð
S m?

ðr;HÞexpfiGn � rgdS, where the integral is carried out over a

unit cell S of the lattice. The magnetic form factor describes

in a very transparent way the physics involved: in the n-order

beam the magnetization dependent electric field scattered

from different points of the unit cell interferes with a phase

accounted for by exp{iGn � r}. The coefficients An are given

by ðrn
ppm=rn

ppoÞ=f n
o , where f n

o ¼
Ð

S expfiGn � rgdS, rn
ppo and

rn
ppm are the magnetization independent and dependent

parts of the reflectivity rn
pp generalized to diffraction beams,

and an and bn are cosun and sinun, respectively, with un

¼ Arg½f n
o �. f n

o (thus an and bn) are independent of magnetiza-

tion and can be obtained directly from the average intensity

of the diffracted beams or simply calculated if the physical

shape of the nanostructures is known.

In this Letter, we describe an advanced implementation

of D-MOKE that allows us to extract <ff n
mg and =ff n

mg
directly from measurements and for different in-plane com-

ponents of the magnetization vector. The clear strength of

our approach is that it does not require the knowledge of

either the optical and magneto-optical constants or the

expression of rn
pp generalized to diffraction.

The first step is to adopt a normal incidence geometry

(see Fig. 1), which has two main advantages: (i) by adjusting

the incident polarization to be in the scattering plane defined

by the selected diffracted beam, one can change the magnet-

ization component being probed, combining thus in-plane

vector MOKE with D-MOKE; (ii) for n ! -n, ðrn
ppm=rn

ppoÞ
simply changes sign while f n

o![f n
o ]* and f n

m![f n
m]*. These

transformations yield to A�n ¼�Anf n
o =½f n

o �
�
,<ff�n

m g ¼ <ff n
mg,

FIG. 1. (Color online) Schematic of the setup implementing null ellipsome-

try with phase modulation for transverse Kerr effect measurements (see

Ref. 12). The inset shows a scanning electron microscopy image of the sam-

ple used for the experiments.a)Electronic mail: p.vavassori@nanogune.eu.
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and =ff�n
m g ¼�=ff n

mg. We finally obtain for Di6n:

Di6n ¼ 2½ð6<fAngan � =fAngbnÞ<ff n
mg þ ð6<fAngbn

�=fAnganÞ=ff n
mg�.

If the numbers An were known, the real <ff n
mg and imag-

inary =ff n
mg parts of f n

m could be obtained from the measured

D-MOKE loops, and the unit cell magnetic configuration

m\(r, H) reconstructed by inverse Fourier transform. How-

ever, the approaches developed to date do not yet allow any

reliable calculation of An. The reason for this is that a rigor-

ous theoretical solution to this problem requires a complete

vector diffraction approach, including the boundary condi-

tions for all the diffracted waves as well as the magneto-

optic contributions to the optical response of the material

itself. In the absence of such solutions, the An have been so

far treated as adjustable or fit parameters. Consequently, D-

MOKE measurements have only been used to confirm pro-

posed magnetic configurations.

In order to overcome these limitations, we exploit the

fact that TMOKE involves also a magnetic induced phase

change U of reflected light that can be measured by adding a

k/4 retarder and a polarizer in front of the photodiode.10

The measured variation D/6n ¼ DU6n=U6n
o in the dif-

fracted beams can be shown to be: D/6n ¼ 2½ð6=fAng
an �<fAnganÞ<ff n

mgþ ð6=fAngan þ<fAngbnÞ =ff n
mg�.

The joint utilization of positive and negative orders

leads to the following equalities: ðDin � Di�nÞan þ ðD/n

þ D/�nÞbn ¼ 4<fAngða2
n � b2

nÞ<ff n
mg and ðDin�Di�nÞbn

þðD/nþD/�nÞan¼ 4<fAngða2
n �b2

nÞ=ff n
mg.

At magnetic saturation <ff n
mg ¼ <ff n

o g so that

4<fAngða2
n � b2

nÞ is the ratio between ðDin � Di�nÞan

þðD/n þ D/�nÞbn at saturation and <ff n
o g.

The field dependence of <ff n
mg and =ff n

mg can now be

retrieved:

<ff n
mg ¼

ðDin � Di�nÞan þ ðD/n þ D/�nÞbn

½ðDin � Di�nÞan þ ðD/n þ D/�nÞbn�sat

<ff n
o g;

=ff n
mg ¼

ðDin � Di�nÞbn þ ðD/n þ D/�nÞan

½ðDin � Di�nÞan þ ðD/n þ D/�nÞbn�sat

<ff n
o g:

(1)

For particles with mirror symmetry axis perpendicular to the

scattering plane Eqs. (1) become very simple since f n
o is real

and un¼ 0 (an¼ 1 and bn¼ 0). To illustrate the methodology,

we used an array of 25 nm thick Permalloy triangular rings

deposited on Si substrate using e-beam lithography and lift-

off techniques. Each ring has a nominal lateral size of 2 lm

and width of 250 nm, and they are arranged on a slightly rec-

tangular lattice with periods of �2.0 and �2.16 lm. A scan-

ning electron microscopy image of the sample is shown in the

inset of Fig. 1. We selected this sample since the strong shape

anisotropy makes the field dependent magnetization configu-

rations easily predictable by means of micromagnetic simula-

tions for the purpose of side to side comparisons.11 For the D-

MOKE experiments we used a solid state green laser (wave-

length of 532 nm) with its polarization adjusted to be in the

scattering plane defined by the diffracted order being meas-

ured. Since the sample and H mutual orientation is kept fixed,

as sketched in Fig. 1, by changing the diffraction beam with

TMOKE we probe different components of the magnetization

vector see (Fig. 3). In order to increase the signal to noise

ratio, DIn/Io
n and DUn/Uo

n signals were measured using a con-

figuration based on null ellipsometry with phase modula-

tion.12 As discussed in detail in Ref. 12, the phase of the

incident beam is modulated at a frequency m (50 kHz in our

case). The DC component and those at m and 2m of the

FIG. 2. (Color online) Measured and calculated field dependence of the real

(<ff n
mg) and immaginary (=ff n

mg) parts of the magnetic form factors for the

array of triangular rings shown in Fig. 1.

FIG. 3. (Color online) Spatial map of the magnetization profile in the unit

cell of the array at H¼�200 Oe reconstructed via inverse Fourier transform

using the form factors of Fig. 2. The left column shows a schematic of the

diffraction pattern with the beams used for the reconstruction (marked by

circles).
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diffracted beam signals are measured simultaneously using

two lock-in amplifiers. By averaging two null measurements

with different combinations of compensator and analyzer azi-

muths, systematic errors, second order effects as well as lon-

gitudinal and/or polar MOKE perturbations are eliminated.12

The compensator-analyzer-photodiode system is mounted on

a specially designed two axis goniometer for fast alignment of

the detector to any diffracted beam. The measurement time

required to achieve a signal to noise ratio in excess of 50

ranges from 1 to 10 min, depending on the scattered intensity.

The complete measurement of the form factors shown in Fig.

2 took about 3 h with our experimental set-up. Figure 2 shows

the field dependence of <ff n
mg and =ff n

mg determined using

Eqs. (1) up to the 3rd order in direction perpendicular (hori-

zontal orders, in this case un¼ 0) and parallel (vertical orders)

to H. For a side to side comparison, in Fig. 2 (second column)

we show the field dependent <ff n
mg and =ff n

mg calculated

using m\(r, H) computed by micromagnetic simulations.13

The agreement between measurements and calculations is re-

markable: all the features of calculations are reproduced

almost exactly by the experimentally extracted form factors.

Using these plots, the map of the magnetization profile at any

H can be recovered via inverse Fourier transform. This is

illustrated in Fig. 3 using the measured values of <ff n
mg and

=ff n
mg at H¼�200 Oe, corresponding to prominent features

in the plots in Fig. 2. From these values the spatial maps of

my(r) (horizontal orders) and mx(r) (vertical orders) in the unit

cell shown in Fig. 3 are extracted. Noteworthy, to obtain these

maps the input of the physical shape of the nanostructures is

not needed. This information is used only afterwards to select

the portion of the maps in which the nanostructure is located.

In Fig. 4 we show the results of the Fourier reconstruction for

selected values of H at which particular features are observed

in both experimental and calculated plots of Fig. 2, together

with the corresponding configurations computed by micro-

magnetic simulations and magnetic force microscopy images

taken at zero field after quenching these states in the rings

through a suitable H history.6 The agreement between experi-

mental and calculated magnetization distributions is notable

and shows that the reversal occurs via a transition between

two asymmetric “onion” states passing through a vortex

state.11 We hereby demonstrated that the D-MOKE methodol-

ogy presented in this letter allows for the experimental

determination of the spatial Fourier components of the field

dependent magnetization configuration. This improved imple-

mentation of D-MOKE technique provides a powerful, lens-

less and diffraction-limited, optical tool for the microscopic

characterization of the collective magnetic behavior of nano-

structures.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Comparison between experimental and calculated

vector maps of the magnetic configuration of a single triangular ring (lateral

size of 2 lm and width of 250 nm) at selected values of the applied field H.

The experimental maps have been extracted by inverse Fourier transform

using the forms factors of Fig. 2. Calculated maps are obtained using micro-

magnetic simulations. The right-most column shows magnetic force micros-

copy images taken at zero field after quenching these configurations in a

ring through a suitable H history (see Ref. 6).
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